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1. Introduction 
1.1. Notation 
For basic graph concepts see the monograph of Bela Bollobas [l]. Let V(G) and 
E(G) denote the vertex-set and the edge-set of the graph G, and let o(G) = 1 V(G)] 
(order of G) and e(G)= IE(G)I ( szze of G). We use the term k-graph (k-tree, k- 
forest), and write Gk (Tk, Fk) for graphs on k vertices. The neighborhood N(v) of a 
vertex o is the set of vertices adjacent to U. Hence IN(u)] = deg(u), the degree of 2’. We 
write deg(tl, U) for the number of edges from v to U. A(G) is the maximum degree 
of G. The covering number z = r(G) of G is defined as the minimum cardinality of a 
vertex cover (a set of vertices which meet all edges). We write G for the complement 
of the graph G, and nG for the union of n disjoint copies of G. The inclusion G c H 
means that H has a subgraph isomorphic to G. We write K, for the complete graph 
on n vertices, and KU,h for the complete bipartite graph with color-class sizes a and b. 
The set of all n-graphs without isolated vertices is denoted by 3,,, and the set of all 
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connected n-graphs by W,,. To guarantee that we deal with the true number of vertices, 
we will always assume that all our graphs are without isolated vertices. 
1.2. Ramsey numbers 
Definition. The Ramsey number of a graph G, denoted by r(G), is the least integer n 
such that for every graph H on n vertices either G c H or G c 8. Given two graphs 
G, and Gz, the Ramsey number r(Gi,Gz) is the least integer n such that for every 
graph H on n vertices either Gi c H or G2 c I?. Following [3], we write 
exr(9) = p%‘(G) and exr(5!?i,%z)= orn$ r(Gi,Gz). 
Gkd 
The Ramsey number is monotone with respect to addition of edges. Therefore, in 
order to find the smallest Ramsey numbers among all connected graphs on k vertices 
it suffices to look at trees only. The following basic result was proved by Burr and 
ErdGs. 
Theorem A (Burr-ErdBs [3]). r(G)Z L(4k - 1)/3J for all trees G on k vertices, and 
hence the same lower bound holds for all connected k-graphs. In fact, 
exr(%?k) = exr(%?k, %?k) = 
To obtain the minimal Ramsey number for all k-graphs without isolated vertices, it 
is sufficient (again by monotonicity) to consider forests. In the same article [3], Burr 
and Erdos proved the following lower bound. 
Theorem B. r(Fk) > k + log, k - O(log log k) for all forests Fk on k vertices without 
isolated vertices, and hence the same lower bound holds for all k-graphs without 
isolated vertices. In fact, this lower bound applies even for the ‘of-diagonal’ Ramsey 
numbers. 
exr( %k ) 2 exr( gk, %k ) > k + log, k - 0( log log k). 
The authors conjectured that Theorem B is close to best possible, and that the 
extremal graphs ‘are roughly of the form’ Ki,k/z UKl,+ UKl,+ U . . . , but they could 
only show the existence of a k-forest Fk with r(Fk) < k + O(d). Here we construct 
forests with r(Fk) = k + O(log k) (Corollary 1). 
1.3. Tight graphs 
Let c(G) denote the number of connected components of the graph G. The following 
lemma gives a trivial lower bound for Ramsey numbers. 
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Lemma 1. r(G)av(G)+z(G)- 1 > u(G)+c(G)- 1 for any graph G without isolated 
vertices. 
Proof. Let A and B be disjoint sets of sizes \A( = r(G) - 1, IBl = v(G) - 1, and let H 
be the graph on A U B with edge set (1). Then, clearly, neither H nor I? contains a 
copy of G. Hence, r(G) > IAl + IBI. EI 
Definition. We say that the graph G is tight if r(G) = v(G) + c(G) - 1. 
In Theorem 1 below we describe a class of tight graphs (indeed forests of stars). 
1.4. l/3-forests 
We use the notation Fk =Fk(al,.. .,a,)=F(ul,. .,a,) for the star-forest FL = 
U:=, KI.,,, where al aa2 2 b a,2 1, and C:=,(u; + 1) =k. The star KI,,, will 
sometimes be denoted by S(i), its center by vi, and the set of its leaves by V, 
(SO IV;I=u:). We write Si= C:=jUj for i=l,..., t. A star-forest Fk(ul,. . ,a,) is an 
wforest if the degrees ai satisfy 
a; d [crs,l, i= 1,2 ,..., t. (1) 
(In particular o! < 1 implies a, = 1.) As our main result, we show that all $-forests 
are tight and hence some of them have very small Ramsey numbers. The Burr-Erdiis 
conjecture suggests that some i-forests may be minimal examples for Theorem B. 
Theorem 1. If the star-forest Fk = Fk(ul, . . , a,) satisfies the condition 
ai d r&/31 > i= 1,2 ,..., t, 
then its Ramsey number is r(4) = k + t - 1. That is, all i-forests are tight. 
(2) 
Corollary 1. For every k > 1 there are k-jbrests Fk with r(4) < k + co log, k, where 
co = l/log,(z)z 1.71. Hence, 
exr( ?Zk ) d k + co log, k. 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are proved in Section 2, and in Section 3 we mention a 
connection to graph discrepancy. 
2. Proofs 
2.1. Auxiliary lemmas 
The proof will use the following lemma, which is based on a simple averaging 
argument. 
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Lemma 2. Let F = Fk(al, . . . , at) be an cc-forest (see (1)) and let H be a bipartite 
graph with color classes X and Y. If H satisfies the conditions 
deg(y)>a]XI + (1 - a)(t - 1) for aN yE Y, 
then F is a subgraph of H with all centers in X. 
(3) 
Proof. We choose xi , . . , xf E X and their corresponding disjoint neighborhoods, YI , . , 
Yt c Y by using a greedy algorithm. After having chosen m - 1 of them (16 m <t), we 
have the leftover sets X’ =X\{xi ,...,xnz-,} and Y’=Y\Uz;‘Y, of sizes IX’I=lXl- 
(m - 1) and lY’I = IYI - JJyzT’ai. 
We need to show that there is a vertex xm EX’ with degree at least a, into Y’. 
Indeed, the degree of an arbitrary vertex y E Y’ into X’ is at least 
a/XI +(I -cc)(t- 1)-(m- l)>cc(/XI -(m- l))=alX’l, 
and thus, by a simple averaging argument, there is a vertex x, EX’ with degree into Y’ 
at least aIY’I >c( xi=,, aj = as,. Since this degree is an integer, it is at least as large 
as /as,1 >a,,,. 0 
We will also need the Ramsey number of F(n,m), the vertex-disjoint union of the 
stars K,?, and K,,,, where n>m. 
Lemma 3 (Vera Rosta (Theorem 7 in Burr [2], also quoted in Burr and Erdiis [3])). 
r(F(n, m)) = max(2n + 1, n + 2m). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem I 
We prove the theorem by induction on t, the number of components in Fk. It is 
easy to check that the theorem holds for t = 1 (since, by condition (2) if t = 1 then 
al = 1). Now let t 22, and let H be a graph with 1 V(H)( = n := k + t - 1. If there 
exist two vertices u’,u” E V(H) with IN(u’)\(N(v”)U {v”})l >a,, then we can use 
induction as follows. Consider the induced subgraph H’ of H on V(H)\{u’,v”}\U, 
where UCN(U’)\(N(V”)U{U”}), IUI= al. Then we have IV(H’)I= x:_2(aj+l)+ 
t - 2, so by the induction hypothesis there exists a copy of F(al,. . ,a,) in H’ or H/. 
This can then be extended to a copy of F(al, . . . , at) in H or fi using U with v’ or v”. 
If there are no two such vertices, then the following condition holds in both H 
and H: 
(N(u)\(N(w) U {w})l < ai for all u # w. (4) 
Assume now that (4) holds. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: si d L(n - 1)/2J. Assume that d(H)>(n - 1)/2 (otherwise we consider B), 
and let vi E V(H) with deg(v,)a(n - 1)/2. Choose lJ cN(v,) with IUI =sl, and let 
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W= V(H)\{ui}\U. By (4) we have deg(w,U)>si - al + 1 =s2 + 1 > s2 for all 
M: E W. Therefore, we can embed the stars S(i), i = 2,. . , t, from W to U by using a 
greedy algorithm, and finally the star S( 1) from uI to U. Thus the forest F( 0,. . (1,) 
is a subgraph of H. 
Case 2: si > [(n - 1)/2]. In this case, let 
and let us define the sequence 
m, = al + a2 + ‘. + a; + (t - i). 
NOW m, is monotone increasing (m; - mj-l =uj - 130) and rn, =sI > n’. It is also 
easy to see that (2) and t 22 imply a, d [sr/2J, whence ml =UI + t - 1 <n’. Thus. 
there is a smallest I( 32) such that ml > n’. 
Let us write m = ml - n’. We show now that m <n’/2 (which we need for the 
application of Lemma 3). By the minimality of 1 we have 
Thus. 
Now a2 - 1 < s2/3 = (sr - a,)/3 <(si - uz)/3, which yields al - 1 < (SI - 1)/4< 
(n - 2)j4 <n//2 as claimed. 
Since m <n’/2, we have r(F(n’, m)) <2n’ + 1 <n, and thus either H or fi contains 
a copy of F(n’,m). Let us say it is H. We will now find a copy of FL in H by using 
the following embedding procedure. 
First, we find a copy of F(n’,m) in H; that is, we select two vertices ~‘1 and P/ and 
two disjoint sets of vertices U cN(vr)\{v,} and I’/ cN(v()\{ur} of sizes IU] =n’ and 
IV/l =m. We write W= V(H)\{~,VI}\U\V,!. By (4) we have deg(v,U)bn’-ul 4 1 
for every ~1 E W. 
Now we embed the stars of F in four steps. We first embed the stars S(i), i 3 I + 1, 
from U to W, then S(i), 2 <i < 1 - 1, from W to U, then S(I) from z;/ to V; U U, and 
finally S(1) from VI to U. 
1. We choose u/+I,..., vt E U and their corresponding (disjoint) neighborhoods, 
V, +i, . , VI c W by applying Lemma 2. The sufficient conditions are: 1 U 1 = n’ 3 t - I 
(true) and (WI =.sl+i + t + I- 3 as/-r (which holds since t 3 132). In order for con- 
dition (3) to be satisfied we have to show that (writing x = i ) n’ - al + 1 3 C~PZ’ + 
( 1 - cc)(t - I - 1). This rearranged gives (1 - a)(n’ - t + I) >a, - 2 + CI, which holds 
since (1 - x)(n’ - t + 1)>2xs1/2 > ai - 1 (where we used (2) for i= 1). 
2. Next, for any L’ E W\U:=,+, V,, 
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by (5), and also IW\iJ:=I+, Kl= s~+i+t+Z-3--s~+i=t+Z-3~Z-l,sowecan 
select 02 ,..., UI-IEW\U~=,+,I$ and VjcUnN(uj), IVjl=ai, for i=2 ,..., I- 1 by 
using a greedy algorithm. 
3. Next, for the leftover set U’= U\{ul+i,. . ., ut}\&~ 6 we have IN(ul)n U’I > 
IU’I - al + 1 = al - m + 1, therefore we can choose a set VI” c (N(ul) n U’), /Vi’1 = 
al - m, define V/ = VI’ U Vr, and let S(1) be the star from ui to V,. 
4. Finally, lU’\V/l = al, so the star S( 1) with center ui, and consequently the forest 
F(QI , . . . , at) is a subgraph of H. q 
2.3. Proof of Corollary 1 
It is easy to check Corollary 1 for small values so we will only prove it for k 26. 
We use the notation of Section 1.3. We say that a sequence ai >a2 2 . . . >a, Z 1 
is tight if it satisfies (2) with equality, and we also say that an integer k is tight 
if k= Cf=,(ui + l)=si + t for some tight sequence (ai). Clearly, if (ai) is tight 
then 1 =stdsi(2/3)‘-‘, and hence t<l + logsi/log(z). Thus, writing k=sl -t t and 
Fk=Fk(U,,..., a,), we have T(Fk) = k + t - 1 < k + cg log, k, whence exr(9k) dk + 
CO log, k as claimed. This proves Corollary 1 for all tight k. 
Unfortunately, not all positive integers k are tight; there is an infinite sequence of 
integers (rougly a geometric progression with ratio +) that are not tight. It is, however, 
easy to show by induction that whenever k is not tight then k + 1 is. (Indeed, given an 
integer m, we find the (unique) tight sequence with SI = m by recursively computing 
the sequences (ai), (si) as ai = [si/31 and si+i =si - ai, i = 1,2,. . . , and then we let 
t = t(m) be the number of non-zero terms in (a,) and k = k(m)=sl + t = m + t(m). 
Now induction shows that t(m + 1) is equal either to t(m) or to t(m) + 1, and hence 
k(m + 1) is either k(m) + 1 or k(m + 2), as claimed.) 
If k 2 6 is not tight then we can use the following representation: Write k + 1 = si + t 
with a tight sequence ai, and then replace al by ai - 1 (note that if k + 127 then 
ai > u2 and thus the order of the ai’s did not change). The new sequence still satisfies 
(2) and t did not change, whence t < 1 + log sl/ log( i) < 1 + log k/ log( +), and we 
again have r(Fk) = k + t - 1 < k + CO log, k as claimed. q 
3. Graph discrepancy 
Another motivation for our work is derived from graph discrepancy, introduced by 
Erdiis et al. [4]. 
Definition. For a graph G on at most n vertices 
disc(G,n)= m$m;x IIE((p(G))nE(H)I - IE(cp(G))flE(H)II, 
where H ranges over n-graphs and cp over injections cp : V(G) + V(H). 
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While Ramsey theory asks how large n should be so that any n-graph H or its com- 
plement contains a given graph G completely, a large discrepancy of G only requires 
that a large part of G be present in H or fl. In [4], the authors considered discrepan- 
cies of spanning trees (so n = k). Corollary 1 easily implies the existence of trees T,, 
with disc(T,, n) > n - 4ca log, n. On the other hand, a simple probabilistic argument 
(choosing a random H) gives the upper bound disc(T,, n) <n - log2 n + O(log log n) 
for any tree T,, of order n. 
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